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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XXXIX
No, I can’t help myself, no I can’t help myself, no, no, no
Caught up in the middle of it…Maybe I’m looking for something I can’t have
Golly and gee whiz, Galileo! I just realized…
If this “new math identity” idea takes, I could be in for some serious science!
Might even get that invitation–you know: the one you can’t refuse! Imagine it:
The suspense is palpable–so thick you can cut it with a knife. Two beefy guards usher me into
a room. I quickly take in the situation: big round table, stiff leather chairs, a tribunal of
solemn scientists staring at me (faces stoic and stodgy as petrified prunes), and my seat–
the siege perilous! Oh no! Pushed into the front lines, into the hot seat, to be grilled in a fiery
ordeal! Ready to step into those shoes, Cinderella? Welcome to the trouble bubble! But
dragged in chains before math of the past, to face the torturous inquisition of the supreme,
high science commission–the big confab? (I wonder…does something like that really exist?)
You’re right, Kafka. My imagination runs amok! I’d probably just get invited to a scientific
conference. But where? Paris in spring? Summer in Cambridge? Ooh, I’ve got it! The classic
intellectual locale–Freud’s City of Dreams–perfect! When will you realize, Vienna waits for you.
Ahh, Vienna! (“Wien, Wien, nur du allein!”) Frankfurters, Apfelstrudel,
strolling through the Prater with Eva, decadently indulging in that
famous Sacher-Torte with a side of cream. Wunderbar! Travel across
the pond for a piece of chocolate cake? Man, I can hardly wait!
But my German’s a little rusty…always a linguistic adventure.
Last time I was in Berlin and ordered ice with my coffee I got ice cream!
Pleasant surprise, but…maybe I’ll have better luck in Austria.
So, dream on? Rock me, Amadeus! On to Flughafen Wien!
Bump, bump! I hear the tires skid as the plane settles onto the tarmac. The hostess hands
the hot towels around. Still a little groggy–the terminal gate, the ride on the CAT, the hotel,
concierge, bell boy, then up to the room…Think I’ll take a shower while Eva goes shopping and
exploring–relax a little, catch a few Z’s, or go over my notes. But heiliger Strohsack!
What am I thinking? All this conference stuff–butting heads with the bigwigs of science?
I got bigger fish to fry! I gotta write a new language of math! But before I do–first things first.
I’m in Vienna, nicht wahr? I’m gonna call room service for a piece of that chocolate cake!
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“Play somethin’ sweet and make it funky Just let me lay back and grin like a monkey”.
Yeah, “Play somethin’ mellow…somethin’ I can sink my teeth in like Jello”.
Aah, now that I’ve got that delicious chocolate cake out of the way, it’s time to compose a new
music of math and pull it off with panache! Wonder if I got it in me? (Hmm, in me?)
That gives me an idea! I know it’s highly irregular, it may raise a few eyebrows, but here goes!
Now, imagine me in the operating theatre at Vienna General. I’m standing quietly at the
side of the world-famous brain surgeon, Dr. Deepak.
The patient, Ned Brainard, is lying on the operating table
wide awake but under local anesthesia. With the aid of his
trusty nurse, Dixie McCall, the good Doctor carefully–ever so
carefully–begins to open the skull, exposing the brain.
Referring to his handy diagram of the cortical homunculus,
and using a neurostimulator to send electrical impulses,
he begins to probe. The patient’s leg pulls up.
The Doctor asks: “Ned, are you pulling your leg?”
To which the patient calmly responds: “No, Doc...you’re pulling mine.”
Ha, ha, ha! Seattle Sleuth on the loose? Pass me the neurostimulator, Doc! My turn!
Lemme see…what’ve we got here? The patient communicates with the doctor by speaking
and the corpus callosum connects and enables communication between the right and left
cerebral hemispheres. And if I look at this like a computer–with the body as the “hardware”
and the brain as the “software”–what’s the language connecting it all, running “the machine”?
Let’s “probe” a little further! Our DNA is a math sequence of genetics. The molecules
(like H2O) are mathematical combinations. So as each individual is result of a mathematical
construction, is it all mathematical? Wow! A mathematical “God Code”? But how do I make
that invisible ink appear, bring that lemon juice to light? “Nurse, hand me the decoder pen!”
And if we can understand the math of the mind and body, can we understand ourselves
better? Ooh! Now this is gettin’ fun, Freud! Paralysis of analysis? Time to get up off the
couch and unravel the neuro-knot! The id, the ego, superego; the conscious, preconscious,
and unconscious: Is there a “math-conscious” underlying it all? The mind, body–the universe–
a “math machine”? Reminds me of the ol’ hierarchy of competence. Regarding math are we:
a) Unconsciously incompetent: he knows not, and knows not that he knows not, or
b) Unconsciously competent: he knows, and knows not that he knows?
So, write a new language of math? I know: I just need to learn the one that’s written inside!
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